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To get the job done right, get
the right team the first time.
Get Avax SA 410.
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Company
Overview
Since our humble beginnings in 2002, our
focus has been unwavering in becoming
the top service provider in our field,
continuing to grow year-on-year as we
expanded our footprint across the country
and added more value to our range of
services and products.

Avax SA 410 was originally established as a
Closed Corporation in April 2002 after Johan
Pretorius and Bert Reyneke recognised a gap in
the fibre optic installation market. They
identified a clear opportunity in the mining
industry that progressively needed reliable and
cost-effective network installations on site.
Avax SA started its operations with eight
employees and three vehicles.
Since then the company has grown
exponentially, boosted by its first major
contract with Impala Platinum in 2006. This was
quickly followed by two more significant
contracts at the same company. During 2010,
Avax SA entered into a five-year contract with
Anglo American at its Amandelbult operations
and in 2012 signed contracts with Aquarius SA,
Lonmin and extended its existing contract with
Impala Platinum to include security and
surveillance equipment.
Our main objective is to provide a
comprehensive and professional service to our
customers within the shortest lead time
possible.
We strictly adhere to safety and quality
standards as set by Telkom SA Limited
regulations, as well as all safety requirements as
per our clients’ policies and procedures.
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One of our greatest strengths is our highly skilled
and experienced team. From our founding
members who bring more than 35 years of
experience and knowledge, through to our
technical teams on the ground who are trained
and certified to the highest standards in our
industry.
Over the years, our team has grown to include
more than 31 fully qualified and dedicated
technical teams.
In addition to our range of installation services
and products, we also offer our clients 24/7 callout service and support.

Why choose Avax SA?
At Avax SA we combine passion with expertise,
experience and an unwavering dedication to
excellence to ensure that we consistently
deliver only the highest quality products and
services.
The secret to our success has been our
approach to service delivery. We believe in
forming lasting relationships with our clients going beyond the role of supplier to offer our
clients 24/7 support and after-care services.
At Avax SA, we do not only make the
connection for you, we also keep you
connected.
We are able to meet the complex demands of
major companies such as Lonmin, Impala
Platinum and Anglo American, while delivering
the same quality of service to small and
medium-sized companies.
We have extensive experience across a variety
of industries, including mining, finance, tourism
and the services industry.
Based on our world-class reputation, we were
selected by Ilsintech High Precision Technology
as sole distributors of its Swift products in South
Africa.
At Avax SA 410 (Pty) Ltd you can be assured of
quality products, experienced technical
capabilities and only the highest level of
professionalism.
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Proudly South African
We are greatly committed to making a
meaningful contribution to our community.
We are currently Level 2 BBBEE compliant
and provide steady employment to over
40 people from the local community.

Our Quality Promise
We are committed to providing our
customers with defect-free products
and services that meet their intended
purpose and stated performance
criteria, which conform to the
requirements of our customers and
are delivered on time.

Our Core Principles
Safety first and foremost
The health and safety of our team
members are our first priority and
we strive to ensure that each team
member returns home unharmed
every day.

Quality and Excellence
We strive to provide quality work
and products that meet industry
standards and service excellence
to each and every client.

Honesty and Integrity
We will be open and transparent in
all that we do and conduct
ourselves in an ethical and
responsible manner at all times.

Adding value to our clients
We will continue to innovate and
grow to ensure that we provide
maximum value to all of our clients.

Community empowerment
We are committed to strengthening
our local community through job
creation, training and community
projects.
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Products & Services

Products
 Precision Fibre Equipment – sole distributor for

Support
 24/7 Call-out and Assistance Service

Ilsintech Swift Splice Machines in South Africa
 Average response time of 30 minutes
 Cables – all category network cables : CAT 5E, CAT 6,

CAT 6A, CAT 7

 Resolution time as determined by pre-set priority

levels
 Enclosures – all IP67 rated powder-coated or

galvanised and fully lockable 25; 43; 47 server racks
 Telephone and Mobile Equipment – SAMSUNG,

KAREL, private PABX systems, VOIP, Dect services
and IP systems

 Dedicated, in-house help desk
 Record-keeping of all calls logged, action taken,

response time and resolution time.

 Spares and accessories
 Security and Surveillance – high definition HDCVI and

IP camera systems fully integrated with analytics

Added Value through Swift Technology
In 2016, we were selected as sole distributor of world-class
Ilsintech Technology Swift products in South Africa.
Ilsintech is a world-leader in technical innovation in
the field of fibre optic communication. It’s Swift
range of fusion splicers is one of the best in the
industry and we are extremely proud to be
associated with this technology.
We currently distribute all core alignment Swift Fusion
Splicers.
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Installation
 Fibre Optic Cables (Surface and

Maintenance
 24 Hour Call-out Service

Underground)
 Dedicated Maintenance and Call-out Teams
 Robust outlet sockets applicable to industrial

environments
 Patch panels that fully comply with Category 6

requirements
 Testing on both Fibre Optic Cabling and UTP

Cabling, using approved Category 6 Cabling
Testers

 Full on-site visits with clients after installation
 Comprehensive Maintenance Schedule

implemented after completion
 G P S Ta g g i n g a n d R e c o r d i n g o f a l l

telecommunication poles
 Record-keeping and maintenance of all

 Telecommunication reticulation

warranties

 Telephone System Installation - above and

below ground

OUR QUALITY GUARANTEE
 Security and surveillance systems/CCTV
 All telecommunications related civil

construction
 Instrumentation services

Avax SA is one of the only companies
that provide a full suite of products and
services. From installation through to
our 24/7 after-care support service,
you need to look no further in finding
your long-term partner in digital
communications.
All of our products are sourced from
industry-approved, reputable suppliers
and come with a standard warranty.
In addition, we conduct regular quality
audits on all our products and services.
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Compliance
EMPOWERMENT
One of our primary objectives was to
increase our level of black ownership that
would make a meaningful contribution to
the objectives of Black Economic
Empowerment in South Africa, while also
increasing our own capabilities and growth
potential.
As a member of the South African
business community, Avax SA is
committed to conducting all aspects
of its business in a socially responsible
manner, taking care to protect the
safety and health of our team
members, as well as that of our clients,
and playing our part in responsible
and ethical waste management.
Ethical business practices that are in
line with national legislation and in
accordance with international quality
standards are a major part of how we
work.
While Avax SA always strives to offer its
clients the most cost-effective
telecommunication and datareticulation solution, this will never be
done at the cost of quality standards,
safety, health and environmental
considerations or legal requirements.
Our clients can rest assured that we set
and adhere to the highest standards
of work and ethics in all that we do.

Avax SA 410 Pty Ltd is a QSE with more than
51% Black Ownership and a Level 2 BBBEE
status and 125% Procurement Recognition
Level.

LEGAL
We comply to all legal requirements as set
by the various Government Departments,
including:
 Registration with the South African

Revenue Service and Unemployment
Insurance Fund;
 The Consumer Protection Act;
 The Skills Development Act; and
 The Basic Conditions of Employment Act
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SAFETY & HEALTH
The safety and health of our team members
is a key priority to Avax SA. We have a
comprehensive Safety Policy in place that
is communicated with all of our team
members, while we also ensure that we
comply with all safety standards and
procedures of our clients. All of our
technicians receive induction training on
safety issues and undergo regular medical
screening to ensure that they are fit to
perform their duties safely.

ENVIRONMENT
Avax SA takes its responsibility to the
environment seriously and in line with this,
subcontracts Sindawonye Granulators and
Processors (SGP (Pty) Ltd to handle its
e-waste management function. SGP
specialises in the processing and
granulation of electric and
telecommunication cables and
telecommunication equipment, as well as
the recycling of electronic and electrical
waste.

QUALITY
Avax SA has a Quality Policy in place that is
communicated with all team members to
ensure full compliance. In addition, all of our
technicians are Krone certified and FOT
trained as Fibre Technicians. They also
receive safety training, training on
construction procedures and teambuilding skills.
Avax SA makes use of reputable suppliers
who can supply the latest technology and
equipment while meeting our own high
standards. We focus on fostering positive
relationships with our suppliers in order to
ensure that we are positioned to provide
the best prices on top quality products.
We adhere strictly to telecommunication
standards as set by Telkom SA Limited and
we continuously conduct quality audits on
all of our products and equipment.
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Our Operations
Our main facility is situated just outside of Rustenburg - ideally placed to minimise response
times for clients situated within Rustenburg, as well as the outlying areas where most of our
clients are situated. With our facility situated close to our main client base - the mining
industry - we are able to offer a 24 hour, 7 day a week call-out service at a cost-effective
price.
The facility consists of a fully functional workshop where all products are serviced and
maintained in-house by qualified staff. The site also houses its own store where all required
parts and products are kept.
The main facility also houses the management offices and Help Desk facility, ensuring
effective and efficient management and administration of all our services and products.
Our operations strategy relies on having the required technical skills and competencies inhouse, ensuring that we can deliver on-time and provide continued support and
maintenance on a 24-hour call-out basis.
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To get the job done right,
get the right team the first time.
Get Avax SA 410.

Keeping you connected
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Our Clients
In addition to our featured
clients, we have also been of
service to the following
companies:





































Accutrak (Pty) Ltd
African Union
Communications (Pty) Ltd
Ananeng Construction (Pty)
Ltd
Anglo Platinum Mines
Apple Controls
Aquarius Platinum
Bafokeng Rasimone Platinum
JV
Bambanani Technologies (Pty)
Ltd
Bates Access Flooring (Pty) Ltd
BBE Energy (Pty) Ltd
BCI Holdings (Pty) Ltd
Benhaus Molori (Pty) Ltd
Beowulf Mining (Pty) Ltd
Bidvest Protea Coin (Pty) Ltd
Blue Disa Trading 542 (Pty) Ltd
Bridging Technologies SA
BSAF Brits Production Plant
Caltex Park Motors
CC Tech
CF Boerdery Trust
Chillip Investments
CK Fencing & Electrical
Cross Point Trading 67 T/A
Royal Marang
DRA Projects SA (Pty) Ltd
Du Plessis and vd Westhuizen
Attorney
Executive Telecoms
Fibre Centre Africa (Pty) Ltd
Fibre Optic Installations
Fields College
Gateway Absolute Data
Dimensions
Glencore Merafe Venture
Golden Era Printers &
Stationers Bop (Pty) Ltd
Growthpoint Properties (Pty)
Ltd
Imali Corp 155 CC
Impala Platinum Mines
Infibre-African Networks (Pty)
Ltd








































JayKay Computer Services
CC
Kemmy Chellans
Laura Bothma
Lebola Mining & Engineering
Supplies
Lonmin Platinum Mines
Marula Platinum (Pty) Ltd
Matrix Warehouse RTB
Minerals Operations
Executive (Pty) Ltd
Murray & Roberts Limited
Murray & Roberts
Cementation
Natal Communications T/A
Radiosource
Newrak Mining (Pty) Ltd
North East Africa Investments
(Pty) Ltd
North West Gambling Board
Opti Chicks (EDMS) BPK
Philwic Beleggings (Pty) Ltd
Platinum Square Shopping
Centre (Pty) Ltd
Rhovan Pooling and Sharing
Venture
Ridderpark Motors
Rockwell Automation
Rustenburg Kia Motors (Pty)
Ltd
Rustenburg Kloof Holiday
Resort
Rustenburg Toyota
Salestalk 400 (Pty) Ltd T/A
Virtual Group
Santa Anna Complex
Regspersoon
Select PPE (Pty) Ltd
Shofar Technologies
Sun City Maintenance
SVR Steel Works (Pty) Ltd
Techni Cool Air Contracts
Tesuco Telecommunications
Tharisa Mineral (Pty) Ltd
Tradekor Handling (Pty) Ltd
TSI Communications CC
Western Chrome Mines - a
division of Samancor
Chrome
WSSA (Water Solutions South
Africa)
WST Mini Maxi Loads (Pty) Ltd
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Avax SA 410 is a very reliable
vendor and the cost involved is
market related. They can
handle breakdowns quickly,
efficiently and effectively and
do not hesitate to walk the extra
mile when needed. Avax is
highly recommended for any
communication related
construction and maintenance.
Johan de Beer
Telephone Technician
Anglo American

I will recommend them for all
types of projects in the business,
their construction is of the
highest quality and have never
faulted them in any of their
projects. All services and
maintenance of wiring, fibre
and cabinets have always
been spot on.
Neil Kylander
IT Administrator
Murray & Roberts Cemetation

They are very reliable, trustworthy
and their response time to
incidents is very prompt and
efficient. I would definately
recommend Avax SA as a
contractor for any company
Elizibie van Graan
Service Delivery Manager, Gijima
SA

Avax has always performed to
expectations and has always
complied with our health and
safety requirements, as well as
always working to the
telecommunications
requirements. I can personally
recommend them to anybody
in need of a well-managed
professional company to
p e r f o r m w o r k o n
telecommunications projects.
Colin Roode
Samancor, WCM

I take this opportunity to
commend you and your team on
the excellent service you provide.
Furthermore, it has been
acknowledged that you are very
competitive with your pricing and
service is excellent.
Pradeep Karamchand
Sun City Resort
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Our Team
One of our key strengths is the quality of our team.
Avax SA's recruitment strategy focuses on attracting and retaining
qualified individuals, backed with extensive industry experience. Our
current skills pool include:
 Qualified cable joiner as per Telkom SA standards
 Certificate of competency as an Optic Fibre Splicer
 Krone certified Cat 5 and Cat 6E Installer
 Krone certified Cat 5 and Cat 6E Fault Determination
 General knowledge of telecommunication network installations

as per Telkom SA standards
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Our management team brings a wealth of knowledge and experience in the industry to
the company. Johan Pretorius brings 36 years' experience in telecommunication and
data reticulation to the company, while Bert Reyneke has 40 years experience in the
telecommunication industry.
Geoff Rakhudu joined the team in 2012 as Operations Director and co-shareholder. Geoff
adds a wealth of knowledge and experience in the field of instrumentation.

At the helm
During 2017, the composition of our Shareholders and Board of Directors underwent some
changes with the departure of one of our founding members, Bert Reyneke. Bert went on a
well-deserved retirement after 16 years of being part of the Avax management family.
That same year, Nicky Holtzhausen, Hannes Pretorius and Batis Investments became a part
of Avax SA shareholding. Nicky and Hannes has also joined as Board of Directors.
Board of Directors:
Johan Pretorius

Managing Director

Geoff Rakhudu

Operations Director

Hannes Pretorius

Operations Projects Director

Nicky Holtzhausen

Finance Director

On the ground

Support Team
Our operational team is supported by
our administrative and client support
team.
Help Desk
Our 24/7 call-out and assistance services
have an average response time of
30 minutes and a resolution time
determined by priority levels.

Our core operational staff is our qualified
technicians who are divided into
operational teams and assigned to specific
projects. This ensures continuity and
consistency throughout a project timeline.

Maintenance Services
Our Maintenance Services team work on
a preventative maintenance schedule.
We also implement 'break-fix' solutions
that include general housekeeping. The
company also has its own workshop in
which equipment and tools are serviced
and maintained by in-house staff.
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Our Work





CCTV 12m mast (hinged)
Lockable enclosure Ip67 (rated)
Pre-manufactured CCTV 12m galvinized
mast





Network panels/cabinets
124; 154;25U; 434; 25U
Server racks




CCTV 4m camera mast
Analogue camera system converted to a
fibre link




CCTV enclosure
Power supply, surge protection, data
transmission, coax to fibre converters






Network 47U panel
Fibre links and data network
Fibre uplinks and Data Servers
Multi and single mode fibre links





Telecommunication SDC and DP panel
Blow-in fibre distribution panel
Fully populated telecommunication
reticulation
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Our Work



9-18-way fibre tubes for backbone links




Fibre tube indication plates
Installation of cable trays and fibre routes




Wireless access point
Wireless HDMI proxy system




Full HD IP surveillance
Full motion recording triggers




Audio amp system
Pre-amp mixer and wireless microphone




Table pop-up
Dual plug/audio/IP/VGA
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Our Work



Pre-amp mixer/audio system




PRI and server installation
Voice logger/Caller bill





Video calling/skype service
Webcam
Wireless network and audio system



Access control/Fire Trip Alarm



SC Duplex Midcouplers
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Our Work




Wireless HDMI Transmission
Duplicate Full HD Source (DSTV)



Core alignment fusion splicers - Ilsintech
Swift




K11 core alignment splicer
KF4A active alignment splicer



Wireless sound and video system



PA system/phone calling




IP 66 enclosure
19 inch rails, pigtails, panels
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Our Work




Audio system with proxy
Full HD 1080p






Civil construction team
Poles and pipe routes





Cabling teams
Cat 5E; Cat6; Cat 7
Fibre Optics

Wireless sound and video projector system
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